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Douala             (doo-AH-lah) e largest city in Cameroon; the name given to the ethnic group

          of people who reside on the Atlantic coast of Cameroon; also Duala

egusi   (eh-GOO-see) pumpkin seeds

ndolé  (n-DOH-lay) bitterleaf stew

njanga  (n-JAHN-gah) shrimp

say-fah      phonetic spelling for French pronunciation of CFA,

 or African franc





        sang to Yoyo, teaching her to make bitterleaf stew.

    “Slice the bitterleaf thin as a whisper.

   Wash it in water, cleaning it well.

      Grind the egusi. Add a knuckle of njanga.

        Simmer some time for a ne stew to sell.”

        “Mama, please,” Yoyo said. “I can make my own stew.

   I am not a baby.”

         After all, she was nally old enough to sit on the seller’s

       stool at market—if they ever got there. Slicing and grinding

    and measuring took too long!

     So Yoyo didn’t slice the bitterleaf nor grind the pumpkin

 seeds.    People just chew everything up anyway,  she thought.

   As for the  njanga,        she tossed in a whole bag of the salty

dried shrimp.





      After her pot cooled, Yoyo showed off her creation.

        “Oh, child!” Mama Cécile gasped. “First tries are hard. You’ll

       do better tomorrow. Best leave that for the goats.”

          e goats! Yoyo stuck out her proud chin. She was quite

           pleased with her stew, so she hid it deep in the market basket.

     “Can we go now?”Yoyo asked.

    “Breakfast rst,” Mama Cécile said.



        Mama Cécile scooped out two helpings of her bitterleaf stew

          and, as always, asked the ancestors for a blessing on the food.

        After breakfast she pulled out an enameled tin bowl.

          “Yoyo, this is our market bowl, where we collect the money

        people pay for our stew. You must never, ever, refuse a fair price.

  If you do—”



  “I know, Mama,” Yoyo interrupted. “Brother Coin,

       Great Spirit of the Market, will be so angry he’ll remove

    his blessing from our bowl. Let’s go!”
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